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Abstract

theory. As one fundamental building block of blockchains
is consensus, it is natural to seek equilibria in which consensus is reached despite the presence of both failures and
rational players. Moreover, as blockchains handle valuable
assets over the Internet, they are typically subject to network attacks [10, 22, 11] and should tolerate unexpected
delays—an assumption called partial synchrony [8]—to
avoid asset losses.
There are traditionally two types of failures considered
in the distributed computing literature: crash failures after which a participant stops and Byzantine failures when
participants act arbitrarily (i.e., irrationally). This is why
considering fault tolerant distributed protocols as games
requires to cope with a mixture of up to k rational players
and t faulty players. The idea of mixing rational players
with faulty players has already been extensively explored
in the context of secret sharing and multi-party computation [21, 13, 7, 2] but rely usually on a trusted central
authority, called a mediator.
Recent results [1] showed that mediators could be implemented in a fully distributed setting when n > 3(k + t)
and t players are Byzantine. Unfortunately, this adaptation makes it impossible to devise even a consensus solution that is immune to a single t = 1 Byzantine failure
as it is impossible to solve consensus with complete asynchrony and failures [12]. More recent results [14] seem to
indicate that when n ≤ 4(k + t) there exist equilibria that
cannot be implemented in a distributed fashion when the
player behaviors are irrational or failures are Byzantine.
These impossibility results raise the question of whether
one can solve consensus in a distributed fashion with
k rationals and t failures when the failures are crashes
and communication is partially synchronous [8]. We believe this combination to be particularly relevant in the

Blockchain systems need to solve consensus despite the
presence of rational users and failures. The notion of (k, t)robustness has shown instrumental to list problems that
cannot be solved if k players are rational and t players are
Byzantine or act arbitrarily. What is less clear is whether
one can solve such problems if the faults are benign.
In this paper, we bridge the gap between games that
are robust against Byzantine players and games that are
robust against crash players. Our first result is an impossibility result: We show that no (k, t)-robust consensus protocol can solve consensus in the crash model if k + 2t ≥ n
unless there is a particular punishment strategy, called the
(k, t)-baiting strategy. This reveals the need to introduce
baiting as the act of rewarding a colluding node when betraying its coalition, to make blockchains more secure.
Our second result is an equivalence relation between
crash fault tolerant games and Byzantine fault tolerant
games, which raises an interesting research question on
the power of baiting to solve consensus. To this end, we
show, on the one hand, that a (k, t)-robust consensus protocol becomes (k + t, t)-robust in the crash model. We
show, on the other hand, that the existence of a (k, t)robust consensus protocol in the crash model that does
not make use of a baiting strategy implies the existence
of a (k − t, t)-robust consensus protocol in the Byzantine
model, with the help of cryptography.

1

Introduction

With the advent of blockchains, there is a growing interest
at the frontier between distributed computing and game
1

blockchain context as players are incentivized to steal
assets by leading other players to a disagreement—also
called a fork. Such a situation went undetected in Bitcoin and led the attackers to “double spend”, effectively
doubling their assets.1

erates s rational players and s crash players. We complete
this relation by proving that a protocol that implements
consensus and is ǫ-(k, t)-robust (where ǫ accounts for the
small probability of the adversary breaking the cryptography) is also ǫ-(k + t, t)-crash-robust. Additionally, we
define a (t′ , t)-immune protocol as a protocol that tolerates up to t′ crash faults and up to t Byzantine faults, and
prove that if a protocol is ǫ-(t′ , t)-immune, then it is also
ǫ-(t, t′ + t)-crash-robust.
Finally, we also establish a relation in the opposite direction assuming cryptography and ignoring crash-baiting
strategies: a protocol that tolerates up to k rational players and up to t crash players without a (k, t)-crash-baiting
strategy also tolerates up to min(k, t) Byzantine players,
that is, a (k, t)-crash-robust protocol is also min(k, t)immune. We then prove the relation relative to robustness: if there is a protocol #»
σ that is ǫ-(k, t)-crash-robust
with k ≥ t then we can construct an ǫ-(k − t, t)-robust
#»
σ does not
protocol σ ′ , assuming cryptography and that #»
implement a (k, t)-crash-baiting strategy, or instead that it
implements an effective (k, t)-crash-baiting strategy that
is also an effective (k−t, t)-baiting strategy, where effective
means that playing the baiting strategy still implements
consensus. We apply the analogous if t ≥ k to obtain that
ǫ-(k, t)-crash-robust protocols are also ǫ-(t−k, k)-immune,
excluding baiting strategies. Finally, we discuss in detail
the implications of baiting and punishment strategies to
this relation.

Our result In this paper, we focus instead on the partially synchronous model, where the bound on the delay of
messages is unknown [8], to design a protocol that solves
consensus among n players, where up to t players can crash
and k are rational players that can collude and deviate, in
what we refer to as a (k, t)-crash-robust protocol. To this
end, we first define (k, t)-crash-robustness by extending
(k, t)-robustness [2] but replacing t Byzantine players by
t crash players, and we consider that rational players prefer to form a coalition and cause a disagreement than to
satisfy agreement.
To the best of our knowledge, we present the first
work that obtains bounds for the robustness of agreement
against coalitions of crash and rational players in partial
synchrony in a setting where rational players prefer to
disagree. This result establishes constructively a direct
relation between (k, t)-robust protocols and (k ′ , t′ )-crashrobust protocols.
More precisely, we first prove that no resilient-optimal
crash-fault tolerant protocol can tolerate even one rational
player. Specifically, we prove that it is not possible, in general, to design a protocol that implements consensus and
is (k, t)-crash-robust for k + 2t ≥ n, unless there is a (k, t)crash-baiting strategy (that is, a punishment strategy that
strictly dominates deviations towards a disagreement for a
number of deviating rational players) with respect to the
protocol. This means that state-of-the-art crash-fault tolerant (CFT) protocols that tolerate up to less than n/2
crash players [8] do not tolerate even one rational player
in partial synchrony.
This raises a new research question: what would be a
protocol that achieves a good compromise between crashfault tolerance and tolerance to rational players in partial
synchrony?
To answer this question, and since the literature tackled
the problem for Byzantine faults, we demonstrate a link
between Byzantine players with rational and crash players: a protocol that tolerates s Byzantine players also tol-

1.1

Related work

Multiple research groups studied the consensus problem
by combining rational players with crash faults [6, 17, 5]
or by replacing crash faults by rational players [16]. Groce
et al. [16] show a protocol that solves Byzantine agreement
in synchrony even in the presence of rational coalitions as
long as the size k of the coalition is such that k < n and
given complete knowledge of the adversary’s preferences.
Nevertheless, they consider neither crash nor Byzantine
(irrational) faults, a model also used by Ebrahimi et al. [9].
Bei et al. [5] extend this synchrony result to add crash
failures, obtaining that if colluding players are allowed an
extra communication round after each synchronous round,
then there is no protocol that can tolerate even 2 colluding rational players and 1 crash player under their model.
1 https://www.cnet.com/news/hacker-swipes-83000-from-bitcoin-mining-pools/.
Clementi et al. [6] study the problem of fair consensus
2

This protocol can also be used to solve fair consensus.
To the best of our knowledge, we present the first
work that obtains bounds for the robustness of agreement
against coalitions of crash and rational players in partial
synchrony, and that establishes constructively direct relations between (k, t)-robust protocols and (k ′ , t′ )-crashrobust protocols.

in the presence of rational and crash faults in the synchronous gossip communication model. Fair consensus
adds a new property, fairness, defined by all players sharing the same probability of their proposal being decided.
The gossip communication model allows all agents to contact at most one neighbor via a push/pull operation at
every round.
Harel et al. [19] assume a set of utilities for rational players such that they guarantee solution preference, meaning that all rational players want to satisfy all properties
of consensus. Finally, Halpern et al. [17] extend the results on fair consensus in the synchronous model. None of
the results listed so far consider either the partially synchronous model or rational players that are interested in
disagreeing in blockchains to maximize their profit.
Secret sharing and multi-party computation already explored a combined group of rational players with faulty
players [21, 13, 7, 2], specially focused on implementing
trusted mediators through cheap-talk [2], i.e., private pairwise communication channels of negligible cost. In particular, Abraham et al. [2] showed in 2006 that there are
ǫ-(k, t)-robust protocols that implement mediators with
synchronous cheap-talk if n > k + 2t, to later extend it in
2019 to ǫ-(k, t)-robust protocols that implement mediators
with asynchronous cheap-talk for n > 3(k + t).
Since it is well known that it is impossible to implement a 1-immune protocol that solves consensus in the
asynchronous model [20, 12], Ranchal-Pedrosa et al. [23]
devised the Huntsman protocol, a protocol that is ǫ(k, t)-robust and implements the consensus problem with
n > max( 23 k + 3t, 2(k + t)), which is the highest robustness
to date in the presence of Byzantine players and coalitions
of rational players that may be interested in causing disagreement. Our result implies that the Huntsman protocol
is ǫ-(k + t, t)-crash-robust for n > max( 32 k + 3t, 2(k + t)).
Other works have also explored the other properties
of the consensus problem (besides the agreement property). Added to the works that focused on fairness, Vilaça
et al. [25, 26] and Amoussou-guenou et al. [4] focus on
the properties of termination and validity in a model
where communication and local computation incur a nonnegligible cost for players, and disregarding potential interests of rational players in causing a disagreement. Abraham et al. [3] explore the problem of leader election by redefining fairness in the sense of a randomized dictatorship
in which all players have equal probability of being elected.

1.2

Roadmap

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents our model and definitions taken from the literature, Section 3 shows the impossibility of resilient-optimal
crash-fault tolerance in the presence of rational players.
Section 4 establishes the relation between Byzantine players with rational players and crash players, first by showing
in Section 4.1 that for every Byzantine player tolerated by
a consensus protocol, the same protocol can instead tolerate one rational player and one crash player, and second
by showing in Section 4.2 that if a consensus protocol tolerates k rational players and t crash players then there
is a consensus protocol that tolerates min(k, t) Byzantine
players. We finally conclude and detail future work in
Section 5.

2

Preliminaries

Our focus is on a partially synchronous communication
network [8], where messages can be delayed by up to a
bound that is unknown, but not indefinitely. For this purpose, we adapt the synchronous and asynchronous models
of Abraham et al. [2, 1] to partial synchrony, including the
definitions of Halpern et al. [18] to introduce crash players, with the appropriate modifications to account for partial synchrony [23]. Hence, our model consists of a game
played by a set N of players, with |N | = n. The players in
N can be of four different types: correct, rational, crash
or Byzantine.
In order to model partial synchrony, we introduce the
scheduler as an additional player that will model the delay
on messages derived from partial synchrony. The game is
in extensive form, described by a game tree whose leaves
are labeled by the utility ui of each player i. We assume
that players alternate making moves with the scheduler :
first the scheduler moves, then a player moves, then the
3

Si . Let SI = Πi∈I Si and AI = Πi∈I Ai for a subset I ⊆ N .
Let S = SN with A−I = Πi6∈I Ai and S−I = Πi6∈I Si . A
joint strategy #»
σ = (σ0 , σ1 , ..., σn−1 ) draws thus a distribution over paths in the game tree (given the scheduler’s
strategy σs ), where ui ( #»
σ , σs ) is player’s i expected utility if #»
σ is played along with a strategy for the scheduler σs . A strategy θi strictly dominates τi for i if for all
#»
φ −i ∈ S−i and all strategies σs of the scheduler we have
#»
#»
ui (θi , φ −i , σs ) > ui (τi , φ −i , σs ).
Given some desired functionality F , a protocol is the
recommended joint strategy #»
σ whose outcome satisfies F ,
and an associated game Γ for that protocol is defined as
all possible deviations from the protocol [2]. In this case,
we say that the protocol #»
σ implements the desired functionality. Note that both the scheduler and the players
can use probabilistic strategies.

scheduler moves and so on. The scheduler’s move consists
of choosing a player i to move next and a set of messages
in transit targeting i that will be delivered just before i
moves (so that i’s move can depend on all the messages i
receives). Every non-leaf tree node is associated with either a player or the scheduler. The scheduler is bound to
two constraints. First, the scheduler can choose to delay
any message up to a bound, known only to the scheduler,
before which he must have chosen all receivers of the message to move and provided them with this message, so
that they deliver it before making a move. Second, the
scheduler must eventually choose all players that are still
playing. That is, if player i is playing at time e, then the
scheduler chooses him to play at time e′ ≥ e.
Each player i has some local state at each node, which
translates into the initial information known by i, the messages i sent and received at the time that i moves, and the
moves that i has made. The tree nodes where a player i
moves are further partitioned into information sets, which
are sets of nodes in the game tree that contain the same
local state for the same player, in that such player cannot
distinguish them. We assume that the scheduler has complete information, so that the scheduler’s information sets
simply consist of singletons.
Since faulty or rational players can decide not to move
during their turn, we assume that players that decide not
to play will at least play the default-move, which consists
of notifying to the scheduler that this player will not move,
so that the game continues with the scheduler choosing
the next player to move. Thus, in every node where the
scheduler is to play a move, the scheduler can play any
move that combines a player and a subset of messages that
such player can deliver before playing. Then, the selected
player moves, after which the scheduler selects again the
next player for the next node, and the messages it receives,
and so on. The scheduler thus alternates with one player
at each node down a path in the game tree up to a leaf. A
run of the game is then a path in the tree from the root
to a leaf.

Failure model k players out of n can be rational and
up to t of them can be faulty (i.e. Byzantine or crash),
while the rest are correct. Correct players follow the protocol: the expected utility of correct player i is equal and
positive for any run in which i follows the protocol, and 0
for any other run. Rational players can deviate to follow
the strategy that yields them the highest expected utility
at any time they are to move, while Byzantine players can
deviate in any way, even not replying at all (apart from
notifying the scheduler that they will not move). A crash
player i behaves exactly as a correct player, except that it
can crash in any round of any run. If i crashes in round
m of run r, then it may send a message to some subset of
agents in round m, but from then on, it sends no further
messages (except for playing the default-move). We will
detail further the utilities of rational players after defining
the Byzantine consensus problem.
We let rational players in a coalition and Byzantine
players (in or outside the coalition) know the types of all
players, so that these players know which players are the
other faulty, rational and correct players, while the rest of
the players only know the upper bounds on the number
of rational and faulty players, i.e., k and t respectively,
and
their own individual type (that is, whether they are
Strategies We denote the set of actions of a player i
rational,
Byzantine, crash or correct).
(or the scheduler) as Ai , and a strategy σi for that set of
actions is denoted as a function from i’s information sets
to a distribution over the actions.
Cheap talks As we are in a fully distributed system,
We denote the set of all possible strategies of player i as without a trusted central entity like a mediator, we as4

Definition 2.2 (ǫ-t-immunity). A joint strategy #»
σ ∈S
is ǫ-t-immune if, for all sets T of Byzantine players such
that T ⊆ N with |T | ≤ t, all #»
τ ∈ ST , all strategies σs of
the scheduler, and all i 6∈ T , we have: ui ( #»
σ −T , #»
τ T , σs ) ≥
#»
ui ( σ , σs ) − ǫ.

sume cheap-talks, which are private pairwise communication channels. We also assume negligible communication
cost through these channels. Rational and correct players
are not interested in the number of messages exchanged.
Similarly, we assume the cost of performing local computations (such as validating proposals, or verifying signatures)
to be negligible.

σ is an ǫ-(k, t)-robust equilibrium if no
A joint strategy #»
coalition of k rational players can coordinate to increase
their expected utility by ǫ regardless of the arbitrary beCryptography We require the use of cryptography, for havior of up to t faulty players, even if the faulty players
which we reuse the assumptions of Goldreich et al. [15]: join their coalition.
polynomially bounded players and the enhanced trapdoor
permutations. In practice, these two assumptions mean Definition 2.3 (ǫ-(k, t)-robust equilibrium). Let K dethat players can sign unforgeable messages, and that they note the set of |K| = k rational players and let T denote
the set of |T | ≤ t Byzantine players, K ∩ T = ∅. A joint
can perform oblivious transfer.
strategy #»
σ ∈ S is an ǫ-(k, t)-robust equilibrium if for all
#»
K, T ⊆ N , for all #»
τ T ∈ ST , for all φ K ∈ SK , and all
Robustness We restate Abraham’s et al. [2] definitions strategies of the scheduler σ , there exists i ∈ K such
s
of t-immunity, ǫ-(k, t)-robustness and the most recent defi- that:
nition of k-resilient equilibrium [1] to consider multiplayer
#»
deviations. We also add the definitions of t-crash-immune
ui ( #»
σ −T , #»
τ T , σs ) ≥ ui ( #»
σ N −(K∪T ) , φ K , #»
τ T , σs ) − ǫ.
and (k, t)-crash-robust equilibrium. Notice that our defIf ǫ = 0, we simply refer to an ǫ-(k, t)-robust equilibrium
inition of (k, t)-crash-robust equilibrium differs from Bei
et al’s (c, t)-resilient equilibrium, since we simply extend as a (k, t)-robust equilibrium, and an ǫ-t-immune protocol
Abraham et al’s [2] definition of a (k, t)-robust equilib- as a t-immune protocol.
Given some game Γ and desired functionality F , we say
rium. While this definition is too restrictive for Bei et al’s
model, it fits properly our illustration of the utilities of that a protocol #»
σ is a k-resilient protocol for F if #»
σ imthe rational players that we define in this work.
plements F and is a k-resilient equilibrium. We extend
The notion of k-resilience is motivated in distributed this notation to t-immunity and ǫ-(k, t)-robustness. The
computing by the need to tolerate a coalition of k rational required functionality of this paper is thus reaching conplayers that can all coordinate actions. A joint strategy is sensus.
k-resilient if no coalition of size k can gain greater utility
by deviating in a coordinated way.
Punishment and baiting strategy We also restate
the definition of a punishment strategy [2] as a threat from
Definition 2.1 (k-resilient equilibrium). A joint strategy correct and rational players in order to prevent other ra#»
σ ∈ S is a k-resilient equilibrium (resp. strongly k-resilient tional players from deviating. For example, in a society,
equilibrium) if, for all sets K of rational players such that this threat can be viewed as a punishment strategy of the
K ⊆ N with |K| ≤ k, all #»
τ K ∈ SK , all strategies σs of judicial system against committing a crime. Slashing a
the scheduler, and for some (resp. all) i ∈ K we have: player if he is found to be guilty of deviating is another
ui ( #»
σ K , #»
σ −K , σs ) ≥ ui ( #»
τ K , #»
σ −K , σs ).
punishment strategy.
The punishment strategy guarantees that if k rational
The notion of t-immunity is motivated by the need to players deviate, then t + 1 players can lower the utility of
tolerate t faulty players. An equilibrium is t-immune if the these rational players by playing the punishment strategy.
expected utility of the non-faulty players is not affected by
the actions of up to t other faulty players. The ǫ here ac- Definition 2.4 ((k, t)-punishment strategy). Let
counts for the (small) probability of the coalition breaking K, T, P ⊆ N be disjoint sets of rational players, Byzancryptography, as previously assumed in the literature [2]: tine players and correct players, respectively, such that
5

We also refer to an effective baiting strategy if playing
|K| ≤ k, |T | ≤ t, |P | > t. A joint strategy #»
ρ is a
(k, t)-punishment strategy with respect to #»
σ if for all such strategy still implements the desired functionality.
#»
φ K ∈ SK , for all i ∈ K, and all strategies of the scheduler An example of an effective baiting strategy for the problem
of consensus is rewarding a baiter for exposing a disagreeσs , we have:
ment attempt before it takes place, if it is resolved [23].
#» #» #»
#»
#»
#»
Strong baiting strategies are strategies in which the coaliui ( σ −T , τ T , σs ) > ui ( σ N −(K∪T ∪P ) , φ K , τ T , ρ P , σs )
tions formed entirely by rational players end up collecIntuitively, a punishment strategy represents a threat tively losing compared to if they had just followed the
to prevent rational players from deviating, in that if they protocol, even if a subset of them play the baiting stratdeviate, then players in P can play the punishment strat- egy. This prevents coalitions from baiting themselves just
egy #»
ρ , which decreases the utility of rational players with for the purpose of maximizing the sum of their utilities.
We extend the above-defined terms to their analorespect to following the strategy #»
σ.
gous
crash fault tolerant counterparts by replacing ByzanRecent works consider a particular type of punishment
tine
players by crash players in all their definitions,
strategies, defined as baiting strategies [23]. In baiting
in
what
we refer to as (t)-crash-immunity, (k, t)-crashstrategies, some players that enforce the punishment on
robustness,
(k, t)-crash-punishment strategy and (k, t, m)the deviants are rational players from within the coalicrash-baiting
strategy.
tion: they have an incentive to bait other players into a
punishment strategy. An example of a baiting strategy
can be found when law-enforcement officers offer an eco- Consensus We recall the Byzantine consensus probnomic reward, or a reduced sentence, if a member of a lem [20] in the presence of rational players: The Byzancriminal group helps them arrest the rest of the group.
tine consensus problem is, given n players, each with an
initial value, to ensure (1) Agreement, in that no two nonDefinition 2.5 ((k, t, m)-baiting strategy). Let K, T ⊆ N
deviating players decide different values, (2) Validity in
be disjoint sets of rational players and Byzantine players,
that if a non-deviating player decides a value v, then v
respectively. Let P ⊆ N be a set of baiters, composed
has been proposed by some player, and (3) Termination
of rational and correct players, and let the rest of correct
in that all non-deviating players eventually decide.
players be C = N − (K ∪ T ∪ P ). A joint strategy #»
η is
a (k, t, m)-baiting strategy with respect to a strategy #»
σ if
#»
η is a (k − m, t)-punishment strategy with respect to #»
σ , Disagreements Notice a disagreement of consensus can
with 0 < m ≤ k, |K| ≤ k, |T | ≤ t, |P | > t, |P ∩ K| ≥ m, mean two or more disjoint groups of non-deviating players
#»
#»
σ K }, all θ P ∈ SP , deciding two or more conflicting decisions [24]. We speak
for all #»
τ ∈ ST , all φ K\P ∈ SK\P − { #»
all i ∈ P , and all strategies of the scheduler σs , we have: of the disagreeing strategy as the strategy in which deviating players collude to produce a disagreement, and of a
#»
#»
#»
σ C , φ K\P , #»
τ T , θ P , σs ) coalition disagreeing to refer to a coalition that plays the
σ C , φ K\P , #»
τ T , #»
η P , σs ) ≥ ui ( #»
ui ( #»
disagreeing strategy.
Additionally, we call this strategy a strong (k, t)-baiting
strategy in the particular case where for all rational coali- Rational players The utilities of a rational player i detions K ⊆ N such that |K| ≤ k + f , |K ∩ P | ≥ m and all pending on its actions and a particular run of the protocol
#»
φ K\P ∈ SK\P , we have:
are as follows:
X
i∈K

X
#»
ui ( #»
σ N −(K∪P ) , φ K\P , #»
η P , σs ) ≤
ui ( #»
σ , σs ).

1. If an agreement is reached, then i gets utility
ui ( #»
σ −T , #»
τ T ) ≥ ǫ where ǫ > 0.

i∈K

2. If coalition where i is a member successfully
performs a disagreement, then i gets utility
#»
ui ( #»
σ N −K−T , φ K∪T ) = g > ǫ.

We write (strong) (k, t)-baiting strategy instead to refer
to a (strong) (k, t, m)-baiting strategy for some m, with
0 < m ≤ k.
6

3. If the protocol does not terminate, then i obtains a ticipate in it at all, since t players may have crashed from
negative utility.
the beginning. Therefore, the protocol must terminate
and decide with the participation of n − t players.
4. If player i suffers a disagreement caused by a coalition
Since the protocol must be able to terminate with the
external to i, then i obtains a negative utility.
participation of at most n − t players, consider now that
Note that we do not consider fairness of consensus, com- there are no crash players and there are exactly k rational
putational costs, communication costs, or a preference players. Let us find a disjoint partition of correct players
from a proposal over another, but we rather focus on the A and B such that k + |A| + |B| = n. If k + |A| ≥ n − t
interests in causing a disagreement. As such, setting the and k + |B| ≥ n − t then the k rational players can cause a
expected utility of causing agreement to be greater than disagreement, which can occur if k + 2t ≥ n. There is only
that of causing disagreement would inevitably lead to ra- left to prove that k rational players will try to cause a distional players behaving exactly as correct players. Simi- agreement. For this, let us consider the minimum number
larly, selecting the utilities of not terminating greater than of rational players m that must not try to cause a disagreethe utilities of causing agreement would lead to all ratio- ment for the remaining deviating rational players to not
nal players behaving as crash players. For both of these be able to cause a disagreement. That is, for which values
cases, the state-of-the-art bounds are applicable. The set we have k − m + |A| < n − t and k − m + |B| < n − t, hence
k−n
of utilities that we choose here also reflects a realistic be- resulting in m > 2 + t. Therefore, the utilities for ratiohavior of rational players in the blockchain context, where nal players from causing a disagreement are greater than
players can get an economic incentive from a fork (as it is from causing agreement. This means that at least enough
the case when they double spend by forking). It is easy rational players will deviate and cause the disagreement
to notice that not terminating as well as deciding a pro- unless there is a (k, t, m)-baiting strategy that prevents m
posal while a coalition causes a disagreement are strictly rational players from deviating into a disagreement.
dominated by reaching agreement, which is in turn strictly
The next theorem follows directly from Lemma 3.1 bedominated by causing a disagreement. A baiting strategy
cause
every (k, t)-crash-robust protocol must also be tmeans a rational player possibly joining the coalition only
crash-immune
and k-resilient.
to later betray it in exchange of a reward. This additional
strategy would strictly dominate the strategy to disagree Theorem 3.2. Let #»
σ be a protocol that implements conby definition.
sensus such that there is no (k, t)-crash-baiting strategy
with respect to #»
σ . Then, it is impossible for #»
σ to be (k, t)-

3

crash-robust for k + 2t ≥ n.

Impossibility result

Corollary 3.3. Let #»
σ be a protocol that implements consensus such that there is no (1, t)-crash-baiting strategy
with respect to #»
σ and is t-crash-immune for t < n/2.
Then, #»
σ is not 1-resilient.

In this section, we show that resilient-optimal protocols
cannot tolerate even one rational player. Previous results
showed that a resilient-optimal protocol tolerates up to
t < n/2 crash faults [8]. We show in Lemma 3.1 and
Theorem 3.2 that this number of crash faults does not
tolerate even one rational player.

The results from Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 show that it is necessary to consider new bounds
for CFT protocols in terms of their crash-fault tolerance,
since their resilient-optimal bounds make them vulnerable to even one rational player for state-of-the-art protocols, because they do not consider offering a crash-baiting
strategy. In Section 4, we explore the link between crashrobustness and immunity, so as to obtain results for this
model with the existing protocols designed for Byzantine
faults.

Lemma 3.1. Let #»
σ be a protocol that implements consensus such that there is no (k, t, m)-crash-baiting strategy
with respect to #»
σ . Then, it is impossible for #»
σ to be tcrash-immune and k-resilient for k + 2t ≥ n, m > k−n
2 + t.
Proof. If a protocol is t-crash-immune, that means that
the protocol must terminate even if t players do not par7
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Bridging the gap: crash and rational players as Byzantine players

already showed that n+s
< r for #»
σ to be ǫ-s-immune.
2
It follows that if a protocol that implements consensus is
ǫ-s-immune then it is also ǫ-(s, s)-crash-robust.

It is immediate that termination is guaranteed, since rational players will participate and r ≤ N − s ≤ N − sc .
For agreement, we have |A| + |B| + sc + sk < n, with
sc ≤ s and sk ≤ s. We consider that sc crash players
crash after having sent some messages only to players in
|A| and the sk rational players, which is the best-case for
the deviating coalition (otherwise they crash sending the
same message to the entire set of correct players and thus
they do not contribute to disagreeing). For the sk rational players to lead players in B to a different decision
than the decision of players in A plus the crash players
sc , both sk + sc + |A| ≥ r and sk + |B| ≥ r must hold.
This means that |A| + |B| + 2sk + sc ≥ 2r ⇐⇒ n + sk ≥
≥ r, however, this is a contradiction: we
2r ⇐⇒ n+s
2

S is ǫ-(t, t′ )-immune if, for all sets T of Byzantine players
such that T ⊆ N with |T | ≤ t, all sets T ′ of crash players
#»
such that T ′ ⊆ N , T ∩ T ′ = ∅, all #»
τ ∈ ST , all θ ∈ ST ′ , all
strategies σs of the scheduler, and all i 6∈ T ∪ T ′ , we have:
#» , #»
′ , τ
σ , σ ) − ǫ.
u ( #»
σ
θ ′ , σ ) ≥ u ( #»

Notice that the statement of Lemma 4.1 does not require
to assume cryptography, and thus the same result
In this section we bridge the gap between games that are
takes
place by considering ǫ = 0, i.e., (k, t)-robustness.
robust against Byzantine players and games that are roThe
same
occurs with Theorem 4.2. Lemma 4.1 esbust against crash players.
tablishes a surprising yet meaningful relation between timmunity and (k, t)-crash-robustness, further extended by
4.1 From Byzantine to crash players
Theorem 4.2: if a protocol is (k, t)-robust then it is also
It is immediate that a protocol that tolerates up to t (k+t, t)-crash-robust. We omit the proofs of Theorems 4.2
Byzantine faults also tolerates up to t crash faults, the and 4.3 as they are analogous to that of Lemma 4.1.
question lies with the inclusion of rational players. We Theorem 4.2. Let #»
σ be a protocol that implements conpropose in Lemma 4.1 a first relation between Byzantine sensus and is ǫ-(k, t)-robust. Then, #»
σ is also ǫ-(k + t, t)fault tolerance and crash-fault tolerance in the presence of crash-robust.
rational players.
By Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, it is possible to
Lemma 4.1. Let #»
σ be a protocol that implements con- take existing protocols, bounds and other results that
sensus and is ǫ-s-immune. Then #»
σ is also ǫ-(s, s)-crash- apply to immunity and robustness and apply them dirobust.
rectly to crash-immunity and crash-robustness. Moreover,
Lemma 4.1 establishes a parametrizable hierarchy between
Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Let r be the minicrash faults and Byzantine faults: for every Byzantine
mum number of players that must participate in the profault tolerated by a protocol that solves consensus, the
tocol for it to terminate, it is clear that r ≤ N − s since
same protocol tolerates instead one crash fault and one
the protocol is ǫ-s-immune. As such, let A and B be
rational player.
two disjoint sets of correct players. Since the protocol
Interestingly, an analogous proof provides the same remust also guarantee agreement, it follows by contradicsult for a protocol that tolerates instead crash and Byzantion that if agreement was not satisfied then |A| + s ≥ r
tine players. We show this result in Theorem 4.3. Howand |B| + s ≥ r, but this is only possible if r ≤ n+s
2 . ever, we first define ǫ-(t′ , t)-immunity to combine tolerance
Therefore, we have N − s ≥ r > n+s
2 .
to a number of crash and Byzantine players together:
We define sc ≤ s and sk ≤ s as the maximum combined
σ ∈
values of tolerated crash and rational faults, respectively. Definition 4.1 (ǫ-(t′ , t)-immunity). A joint strategy #»

i

−{T ∪T }

T

T

s

i

s

Theorem 4.3. Let #»
σ be a protocol that implements consensus and is ǫ-(t′ , t)-immune. Then, #»
σ is also ǫ-(t, t′ +t)crash-robust.

4.2

From crash to Byzantine players

One may wonder if the same result listed in Lemma 4.1 is
true in the opposite direction, that is, whether a protocol
8

#»
σ that is ǫ-(k, t)-crash-robust is also ǫ-fun(k, t)-immune
where fun(k, t) = s for some s > 0.
We prove in Lemma 4.4 that we can construct a protocol that implements consensus and is ǫ-s-immune based
on a protocol that is ǫ-(k, t)-crash-robust for s = min(k, t),
assuming cryptography and that the protocol does not implement a (k, t)-crash-baiting strategy.

the rest of the deviations. To tolerate deviation 4, correct
players in #»
σ ′ ignore wrongly formatted messages, converting deviation 4 into the same deviation as 2. Now, we
consider deviations 5 and 6. Since up to min(k, t) rational
players cannot force a disagreement, these players would
not even deviate to not terminate or to not decide (their
expected utilities from playing such strategies is less than
from following #»
σ ), however, min(k, t) Byzantine players
can have a greater expected utility from such deviations.
First, we require every player to broadcast any signed
message newly delivered. This makes deviation 3 not a
deviation anymore, since every correct player eventually
verifies and delivers all messages. Also, in the event of
an impasse between two partitions (that is, deviations 5
and 6), this makes it possible for correct players to gather
enough evidence of which processes are responsible for
such an event, in that they signed conflicting messages.
If protocol #»
σ decides an empty proposal in the absence
of agreement, then we construct #»
σ ′ so that it instead repeats the protocol in a new round. This way, we make
deviations 5 and 6 the same deviation.
What is left to prove is that it is impossible for a coalition of up to min(k, t) Byzantine players to force nontermination by leading correct players into a next round
sending equivocating messages. For this purpose, recall
that every message sent to a non-empty subset of correct
players eventually reaches all correct players since they
all broadcast all signed messages they each deliver. As
such, correct players are eventually able to gather two
conflicting, equivocating messages from each of the deviating players, identifying such set as responsible for the
attempted equivocation. Thus, we describe the final modification of #»
σ ′ with respect to #»
σ : once a correct player i
identifies (via conflicting signed messages) a player j that
sent equivocating messages, i ignores any message coming
directly from j from that moment on. Notice that this
modification thus converts deviations 5 and 6 into either
deviation 3 or 2, and we already showed that #»
σ ′ tolerates
such deviations as long as the number of Byzantine players is at most min(k, t). Therefore, we have constructed
#»
σ ′ extending #»
σ so that every above-shown deviation from
up to min(k, t) Byzantine players converts into a deviation
#»
that #»
σ already tolerates, meaning that σ ′ is ǫ-min(k, t)immune.

Lemma 4.4. Let #»
σ be an ǫ-(k, t)-crash-robust protocol
that implements consensus without a (k, t)-crash-baiting
strategy with respect to #»
σ . Then, assuming cryptography and a public-key infrastructure scheme, there is an
ǫ-min(k, t)-immune protocol #»
σ ′ that implements consensus.
Proof. We show how we create the protocol #»
σ ′ from #»
σ to
tolerate the new deviations that Byzantine players can follow. We list the possible deviations of t Byzantine players
in a protocol #»
σ ′:
1. Byzantines players force disagreement by sending
equivocating messages.
2. Byzantine players stop replying.
3. Byzantine players reply only to a subset of the correct
players.
4. Byzantine players reply wrongly formatted messages.
5. Byzantine players force non-termination by sending
equivocating messages.
6. Byzantine players force non-decision (empty decision)
by sending equivocating messages.
Protocol #»
σ already tolerates coalitions of up to min(k, t)
players following deviation 2, since t crash players can stop
replying. For deviation 1, we show that if the k rational
players are not enough to cause a disagreement, then k
Byzantine players would also not be enough. Consider
instead that k rational players can make a coalition big
enough to cause a disagreement, then it is clear that they
would cause a disagreement unless there is a (k, t)-crashbaiting strategy that prevents it, by definition. Therefore,
since #»
σ does not implement a (k, t)-crash-baiting strategy,
if the protocol tolerates k rational players trying to deviate
then it also tolerates deviation 1 from Byzantine players.
We now show how to construct #»
σ ′ to be robust against

Lemma 4.4 establishes a relation in the opposite direc9

tion from Lemma 4.1. We conjecture that this is possible
to prove even without the help of cryptography. Nevertheless, we do need to restrict the protocol #»
σ to be ǫ(k, t)-crash-robust without the help of (k, t)-crash-baiting
strategies. This is because we can only consider k rational
players that behave as Byzantine faults in terms of equivocation, that is, that try to cause a disagreement. The existence of a (k, t)-crash-baiting strategy means that some
rational players will not try to cause a disagreement, and
thus we could not rule out deviation 2 as a deviation that
Byzantine players can follow in order to break safety.
We show in Theorem 4.5 the analogous result to
Lemma 4.4 as Theorem 4.2 is to Lemma 4.1. The
proofs of theorems 4.5 and 4.7 are analogous to that of
Lemma 4.4.
Theorem 4.5. Let #»
σ be an ǫ-(k, t)-crash-robust protocol
that implements consensus without a (k, t)-crash-baiting
strategy with respect to #»
σ , where k ≥ t. Then, assuming cryptography and a public-key infrastructure scheme,
there is an ǫ-(k − t, t)-robust protocol #»
σ ′ that implements
consensus.
Theorem 4.5 excludes protocols that make use of a (k, t)crash-baiting strategy #»
η to be ǫ-(k, t)-crash-robust, we
show in Theorem 4.6 that if #»
η is both an efficient (k, t)crash-baiting strategy and an efficient (k, t)-crash-baiting
strategy, then there is a protocol that is ǫ-(k − t, t)-robust.
Theorem 4.6. Let #»
σ be an ǫ-(k, t)-crash-robust protocol that implements consensus such that there is an efficient (k, t)-crash-baiting strategy #»
η with respect to #»
σ,
#»′
where k ≥ t. Let σ be the BFT-extension of #»
σ , assuming
cryptography and a public-key infrastructure scheme. If
#»
#»
there is η ′ such that η ′ is also an efficient (k − t, t)-baiting
#»
#»
strategy with respect to σ ′ , then σ ′ is an ǫ-(k − t, t)-robust
protocol that implements consensus.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 4.4, with
the addition that since #»
η ′ is an efficient (k − t, t)-baiting
#»
strategy with respect to σ ′ , in every scenario where #»
η is
#»
#»′
#»′
#»
′
played in σ , then η is also played in σ , and since η is
efficient, it implements consensus.

is trivial from Theorem 3.2 that k + 2t < n and thus
min(k, t) < n/3. The state of the art has already shown
protocols that are s-immune for s < n/3.
Again, notice that the results from Theorems 4.5 and 4.6
assume k ≥ t, if instead t ≥ k, then we obtain the result
from theorems 4.7, for which we reuse the definition of
ǫ-(t, t′ )-immunity from Section 4.1.
Theorem 4.7. Let #»
σ be an ǫ-(k, t)-crash-robust protocol
that implements consensus without a (k, t)-crash-baiting
strategy with respect to #»
σ , where t ≥ k. Then, assuming cryptography and a public-key infrastructure scheme,
there is an ǫ-(t−k, k)-immune protocol #»
σ ′ that implements
consensus.

5

Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we showed two interesting relations between
types of faults in the solvability of the rational agreement.
First, if a consensus protocol is ǫ-(k, t)-robust then it is
also ǫ-(k + t, t)-crash-robust, meaning that in the absence
of irrational (Byzantine) players, one can tolerate coalitions with t additional rational players. Second, with cryptography but in the absence of a baiting strategy then we
can devise a ǫ-(k −t, t)-robust consensus protocol from a ǫ(k, t)-crash-robust consensus protocol. We also prove that
if a protocol is ǫ-(t′ , t)-immune, then it is also ǫ-(t, t′ + t)crash-robust, and that if a protocol #»
σ is ǫ-(k, t)-crashrobust, where t ≥ k, then there is an ǫ-(t − k, k)-immune
protocol #»
σ ′ that implements consensus, excluding baiting strategies. We can conclude, thanks to the results
here outlined, that the Huntsman protocol [23] yields the
greatest crash-robustness to date under this model, as it
is (k + t, t)-crash-robust for n > max( 32 k + 3t, 2(k + t)).
Future work includes exploring values of robustness and
crash-robustness in variations of this model, such as different assumptions on the communication network, and
including the property of fairness for fair consensus.
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